
Geometry Team Question 
March Regional Competition 

#1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     RUST is a rectangle. UR=10 cm.   VYNG is a rhombus. GV=10 cm. 
 
Part A:  Find the area in sq. cm of RUST if TU=12 cm. 

Part B:  Find the height in cm of PUR∆  to side RU , if the area of PUR∆  is 30 sq. cm. 

Part C:  Find the altitude in cm, to side GN ,  of VYNG if the area of VYNG is 25 3  sq. cm. 

Part D:  Q  lies on diagonal GY  of VYNG.  If VN=12 cm and :GQ QY  =  3: 2  then find  

               the length of QY  in cm.  
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#2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Circles L and T are tangent at S.  
        (Circle centers are at L and T.) 
        The external common tangent shown has  
         points of tangency P and Q respectively. 
         LP=9 and TQ=3. R is on circle L. 
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Diagram really not drawn to scale. 
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  Part A:  Find the length of LT . 
  Part B:  Find the area of the sector  

                bounded by radii ST  and QT ,  

                and arc �SQ . 

  Part C:  Find the perimeter of  
               quadrilateral  PQTL 
              
  Part D:  Find the length of major  

               arc �PRS . 
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RS=5. RU=13. PQ=6. ST=UP. 
Angles S and P are right angles. S, 

T, U and P are collinear. 
ST: TU = 1: 3. 

Part A:  Find ST. 
 
Part B:  Find TQ. 
 
Part C:  Find the area of  
             hexagon RSTQPU. 
 
Part D:  Find the distance  

             between lines PQ
����

  

              and RS
����
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#4.  In hexagon PJKLMN, o
140m J∠ = ,  o

130m M∠ = , 

       o
100m P∠ = ,  NK=NL  and NM=LM. 

 
 
      Part A:  Find m JKN m PNK∠ + ∠  in degrees. 

      Part B:  If o
m KNL x∠ =  and o

(2 10)m NKL x∠ = +  

                   then find the value of x . 

      Part C:  If JK NM
���� �����
�  and o

75m KLN∠ =  then  

                   find m PNK∠ . 

      Part D:  If  PJ NK
���� ����
�  and JK NM

���� �����
�  then find m NKL∠ .  

                   If it is not possible for these two sets of lines to be  
                   parallel, then let the answer to part D be 0. 
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#5.  A right circular conical (cone) cup has 
      height 12 ft  and radius 5 ft. Some water 
      is poured into the cone so that the water 
      has a height of 4 ft. (diagram 1). The water 
       also forms a right cone. A seal is put on the 
       base to keep the water inside. 
     
     
    Part A: Find the radius of the top surface (S) of  
                the water in the cone, in feet. (diagram 1) 
    Part B: The volume of the water in the cone, in  

                 cubic feet (diagram 1) is 
a

b
π , in simplest fraction form. Find a b+ . 

    Part C: The same cone is then turned upside down so that the water is now on the  
                 bottom of the cone, near the base. (diagram 2). The amount of cubic feet 

                 in the large cone that is not filled with water is 
c

d
π  in reduced fraction form.  

                 Find c d+ . 
    Part D:  Find the lateral surface area in square feet of the large cone (the cup) which 
                 has height 12 ft.  
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#6. R, T , N and S are collinear. Right triangle RUS 

      has hypotenuse RS . RU=6.  RS UT⊥ . 
 
    Part A:  If TS=9 then find the length RT. 
    Part B:  If RS=10 then find the length TS. 
    Part C:  If TS=9 then find m R m TUS∠ + ∠ . 

    Part D:  UN  bisects RUS∠ . If RS=10 then  
                  find the length TN. 
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#7.   On right triangle RST, T∠  is a right angle. P and Q lie on RT , as shown. 
         RQ=3 and PT=5.  ST=10.  The diagram is not to scale. 
 
 

        Part A:  If ( )tan 0.7RST∠ =  then find the length  

                     of SQ . 

        Part B:  If ( )tan RST∠  is 0.1 less than twice 

                    ( )tan QST∠ , then find ( )tan RST∠  in fraction form. 

        Part C:  Find ( )cos PST∠  in fraction form. 

        Part D:  If ( )
7

tan
20

QST∠ =  then find the area of RST∆ . 
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#8.  Part A:  A right circular cylinder has radius 6 cm. If its volume is 3K  cubic cm and  
                  its total surface area is 2K  square cm then find the height of the cylinder in cm. 
     Part B:  A sphere is inside of a right circular cylinder as shown, so that  
                  it touches the cylinder at the great circle that is parallel to the  
                  cylinder’s bases, and it touches the cylinder at the center of each base. 
                  If the sphere has surface area 100π  sq. cm then find the volume of  
                  the cylinder, in cubic cm. 
      Part C:              Three nonstandard-size spherical tennis balls are in a right circular 
                               cylindrical can so that each sphere is tangent to adjacent sphere(s) 
                               and to the can. As in part B, the spheres touch the can at the great  
                               circles of the spheres which are parallel to the bases of the can. 
                               If the volume of the can is 384π  cubic cm, then find the volume of one 
                     of the spheres in cubic cm. 
      Part D:  Consider the same diagram as in part B, but with different 
                   dimensions.  If the volume inside the cylinder but outside of 

                   the sphere is 
64

3
π  cubic cm, then give the cube of the  

                   radius of the sphere, in cubic cm. 
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#9.  Triangles RPM and VQN intersect at  

       point T and segment QM  on sides 

      PM  and QN  as shown.  Line SU
����

 

       contains point T and is parallel to PM . 

       RP VQ�  and RM VN� .   RS=3, SP=5,  

       QM=5, MN=1, TQ=4  and  VN=6. 
 

 Part A:  Find the length of PQ . 

           Part B:  Find the length of  VT . 
           Part C:  Find the perimeter of RPM∆ .  
           Part D:  Find the ratio of the areas of TQM∆  and VQN∆ , in the form :p q  for p  and  

                        q  positive integers, and p q< . 
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#10.       Circle U is inscribed in right triangle PLY. o
90m L∠ = . 

      Circle Q is tangent to circle U and to two sides of  
               ∆PLY as shown, at G and T. Circle centers are 
                                                                                                  at U and Q.  
          RL=3, RP=4, and GQ=2. 
 
 
 Part A:  Find PU. 
           Part B:  Find the area of quadrilateral PRUN. 

 Part C:  Find the length of SY  
           Part D:  Find the area outside of the two circles, and inside of the right triangle PLY. 
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#11.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   GP GM≅  and FN FL≅ . JK
����

 bisects PJL∠ .  

    Shown in diagram:   J and K lie on EQ . E and H and L lie on ER . J and H lie on GP .  

    N, P, K, L and M are collinear.  o
140m G∠ = . Q∠  is a right angle. o

40m R∠ = . J is on FL . 

 
     Part A:  Find m ELJ∠ . 

     Part B:  The answer to part B is 1 if it is possible that NM QR� . Otherwise, the answer is 0. 

     Part C:  Find m FJK∠ . 
     Part D:  The answer to part D is 1 if EJH∆  can be isosceles.  Otherwise, the answer is 0.  
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#12              Part A:   TS = a .  SR= 2a + . 
              TV = 4a + .   ( 1)UV a= − .  

              Find the value of a . 
 

              Part B: o
m T b∠ = ,  

              � o
( 10)mSU b= +  and  � o

(5 )mRV b= . 

               Find the value of b . 
   

              Part C: Minor arc �MP  has a  
         measure which is 2 degrees less  
         than the measure of minor arc  

         �NQ , and o
100m MXN∠ = .  

          Find �mMP . 
 
             Part D:  MX=6 cm, PX= d  cm,   
         XN=( 1d + ) cm, and XQ=12 cm.  
                                                                                      Find the value of d . 
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Chords SR  and UV  are extended to meet at 

point T.  Chords MQ  and PN  intersect at X. 
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#13.                                            Shown is a cube with one side length 4 cm.  Points P, 
                               Q and R are midpoints of three edges of the cube which 
                               share vertex V, as shown. The cube is solid. 
 
    Part A:  Find the perimeter of PQR∆  in cm. 

                                           Part B:  Give the total surface area in sq. cm of the triangular  
                                                        pyramid which has PQR∆  as base and V as its 

       fourth vertex. 
                                            Part C:  If the pyramid described in part B is cut from the  
                                              cube’s volume, creating a truncated cube as shown 
                                              in the lower diagram, find the surface area of the  
                                              new solid, in sq. cm. 
                                            Part D:  If point W is the center of the cube (equidistant from 
                                             each vertex) then what is the distance of W from R? 
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#14.   Regular polygon 1P  has 72 sides. 

          Regular polygon 2P  has one exterior angle that measures 12 degrees. 

          The sum of the interior angles of regular polygon 3P  is 36,000 degrees. 

          One interior angle of regular polygon 4P  has measure 178.5 degrees. 

 

 Part A:  How many more sides does polygon 1P  have than polygon 2P ? 

           Part B:  How many sides does polygon 3P  have? 

           Part C:  If polygons with the same number of sides as 2P  will form a regular tessellation  

                        (with no other type of polygon) then the answer to part C is 1. Otherwise, the  
                        answer is 0.  

           Part D: How many more diagonals than sides does polygon 4P  have? 
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#15.    Shown are congruent chords TS  and TR  

       and radii SC  and RC . Minor arc �SR  has 

       measure o
120 . Point P is in the exterior 

       of the circle. The radius SC = 6. 
 
 
      Part A:  The distance around the sector 

                   (from C to S, around the minor arc �SR , 
                   then back from R to C) is a bπ+ . 
                   Find a b+ . 
      Part B:  If PC=15 then what is the distance from 
                   P to the circle? 

      Part C:  If PT
����

 is a tangent to the circle with point of  
                   tangency T, and PC=15 then find the length PT. (Diagram is not to scale) 

      Part D:  Find the area bounded by minor arc �SR and the two chords TS  and TR . 
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